Job Posting: Internship or Full Time Position

MANDATORY: YOU MUST BE A US CITIZEN OR GREEN CARD HOLDER

Approximate Hours Per Week: 40 per week (30-40 for Intern)

Title: Electrical Engineer

Degree: Electrical Engineering

Need: Immediate, June Start ok

Job Description: We have an IMMEDIATE need for a sharp electrical engineer (GPA > 3.6) with EXTENSIVE knowledge of either OrCAD Capture/PSpice AND analog power circuit design (DC-DC converters), RF tools (ADS) or digital simulation tools (Hyperlynx)! Flexible hours and excellent pay! We are an engineering services firm looking for someone to do various engineering tasks including ANALOG, DIGITAL, or RF circuit ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION, SPICE modeling of power electronics components, and hands-on lab work. Please call or email ASAP if interested.

Qualifications: Proficient in SPICE, ADS, or Hyperlynx. You must be able to capture and simulate an analog design quickly and KNOW SPICE for the analog position. SPICE modeling knowledge a plus. YOU MUST BE ABLE TO WRITE AND COMMUNICATE IN ENGLISH WELL. Good attention to detail. Mathcad knowledge a big plus. Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel.

Industries: Space, Aerospace, Hi-Rel, Nuclear, Medical, Automotive

Location: 5777 W. Century Blvd. Los Angeles, California 90045

Web site: www.aeisystems.com

Respond with RESUME via email to Charles@aeng.com

HR Contact: Charles Hymowitz – 310-216-1144